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There is no question that the world we are
living in today has changed dramatically
from the world we lived in just a couple of
years ago, and that the change is for the
worse not the better. What kind of world will
we live in in the not-too-distant future if
current political and technocratic trends
continue? What’s behind those trends? And
what, if anything, can be done to change our
present trajectory? In this episode of
“Beyond the Cover,” host Gary Benoit
interviews New American publisher Dennis
Behreandt about his new book End Game,
which convincingly demonstrates that the
present trajectory is intended, and that the
final destination will be a dystopian world
controlled by power-driven elites and
technocrats who envision themselves as
becoming gods on earth. Yet, Behreandt
explains, this planned fate for humankind is
far from inevitable. And in his book, he
includes a hopeful, realistic scenario for
saving and restoring our precious freedoms.
See The Review from the Magazine “A War
Between Two Villains?”
Order End Game by Dennis Behreandt
Subscribe to The New American
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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